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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction and ackgroun*
Metropolitan Expressway is the motorway system
constructed for the purpose of ensuring, a smooth
flow cf traffic, maintaining and promoting metropolitan
functions of T kyo Metropolis a-a its,, vicinity.
The firs Metropolitan expressway
wac
opened on
December l?e? for a distance of only 4.5 kilome
ters. Si-re th n additions to the expressway system
were built and planned rot only in Central Tokyo but
also -earby Kaw saki ard Yokohama cities This
trend was give special momentum by the 18th Olympic
Games in Tokyo in 1964 and by the extraordinarily
rapid increase f motor traffic.
At rrese t, the expressway network consists of
21 routes wi h a total length of 152.5 kilometers.
The -umber o automobiles using them daily has
reached 8?0.00 units on the average mainly arising
from the condu t of business and the transportation
of the r^cessit es of life.
1.2 The neress ty of Traffic Control
Thus far 152.5 kilometers of expressway system
have been op ned to traffic and used by a daily
- 2 -
average of 00 000 vehicles. As a result, traffic
congestion now occurs on expressways just as on
business streets In eanly years congestion on the
expressways wa caused for the most part by the
traffic accident and breakdowns of larger vehicles.
Since May of 1 69, however, with the opening of Ueno
Route fvc.l, the daily volume of traffic has increased
enormously, causing an imbalance between the capacity
cf Metropolitan expressways and the demand for ex
pressway use .
Si^ce that time, new routes have increased the
volume of traffic and thus the incidents of natural
congestion have tended to increase as well. At
present. congestion on Metropolitan expressways occurs
for the most part on inner city routes, particular
ly
o- Central loop. Almost 80 % of this congestion
was caused
by-
the volume of traffic alone.
To ensure an adequate flow of traffic under
these conditions, and to provide for the safety and
convenience of drivers, a variety of measures for the
traffic control, such as: the traffic information ser
vices to drivers, removal of disabled vehicles and
closing or limiting access at toll gates, are con





1.2 Outline cf traffic ccntrcl system
Eon efficient execution of the above traffic
control service, a traffic control system is operated
by a" electronic computer and occasionally improved
in Central Tokyo Routes of Metropolitan expressways.
The outline cf the system, is as fellows:
1.3 1 Monitoring ard communications
1.3.1.1 Vehicle detectors
Various types cf detectors, for sensing the
number, and speed of passing cars, are installed
atcut every 500 meters at 600 locations in the
system, eithe^ on the expressway itself or at an access
point .
1.2.1 2 Televisior monitors
Twelve monito- television receivers in the
control room can shew traffic conditions at any
point where one of 160 cameras is installed.
1.3.1.3 Emergency telephones
A total cf 620 emergency telephones are
installed at intervals of 500 meters along the ex




The central computer receives pulse data
from vehicle detectors, and calculates the volume,
average speed and density of traffic on an on-line
real-time basis. On the graphic panel in the con
trol center, the condition of traffic is then shown
in a three color display. The necessary processes
for traffic control are registered automatically on
variable message boards cn the expressways.
1.3.2 Information outnut
There are 180 variable message board at the
entrance of Metropolitan expressways a-d on the ex
pressway itself, 150 variable message boards on . the
business streets near expressway entrances, and 77
variable regulatory signs at entrances. Staff
members of the Japan Road Traffic Information
Center are permanently on duty ir the Corporation's
traffic control room, broadcasting information 14 times
daily cr weekdays on traffic accidents, disabled vehi
cles, driving conditions and entrance regulations.
1.3.2.1 Variable Message Pcards
Information about traffic conditions on the
expressway is updated automatically every five
minutes, a^d presented in 10 or 12 character
illuminated displays. Signs readable in both
_ P, _
dire-tio-s are located at interchanges -and ether
points; where necessary, boards are located to direct
drivers to alternate routes.
1.3.2 2 Variable Message Foams on Pusiress Streets
These beards indicate such ccrditions as the
temporary closing of entnan^es and limited access
to toll gates.
1.3.3,3 Variable Traffic Signs
These signs indicate the closing cf entrance-
ways because of accidents or traffic congestion, or to
control the volume of traffic.
1.4 The necessity of Traffic Simulation
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the
Corporation has provided a variety of information ser
vices to the drivers. However, at present, there are
still considerable complaints among drivers who use
Metropolitan exxressways.
Generally speaking, it is supposed that most
complaints are based on the unreliability of the
traffic information which the Corporation offers to
them However, the reason is not so simple. The
information
which the Corporation offers to the driver
usinfc the latest computer system considerably
ac-
- 6 -
curate, the problem is that the information
represents current traffic condition, which is created
by using collection cf the past five mirutes data.
Consequently. the traffic condition currently displayed
cn the variable message boards may change when the
driven
arrives at that place.
Imagine a situation that a driver who wants
to go to the Tokyo International Airport enters Metro
politan expressway believing the information displayed
at the toll gate. However, due to the unexpected
traffic change, he missed the airplane
In such a situation the kind of complaint described
arises .
In 1980, due to the expansion of the Metro
politan expressway, the traffic control administration
area divided into Western Tokyo area and Eastern Tok
yo area. In the latter area. a new traffic con-
tnol system, which is quicker and more accurate, with
a one minute information update cycle has been in
stalled. However, at present, the new system cannot
resolve that kind cf problem completely, because it
is still based on the same algorithm of offering current
information cheated by the collection of past data.
f\cw to summarize the problems of the current
Traffir Cc^t'ol System;
fl . Poth systems offer current traffic information
- 7 -
created by collection cf past data.
'2\ Foth information systems include delay time.
'
Western Tokyo System : 5 minutes, Pastern Tokyo
System l minute )
Thi? informations only represents the current
length cf a traffic jam, which is unfriendly for the
decision-making, especially for the driver who is
unfamiliar to the Metropolitan expressway.
To resolve these problems the information
must include a kind of prediction of traffic flow in
near future Ir. adding this, if the information
represe-ts the travel time to the particular desti
nation, then it would be more friendly for the
driver. Tt is very difficult to develop a mathemati
cal model for a complicated traffic model such as
Metrc-oolitan expressway, then as the alternative way
a Computer Simulation will give the answer for these
uroblems .
1.5 Outline of the project
Developing a complete simulation model of the
Metropolitan Expressway is evidently a very difficult
job given limited time end computer storage space.
- 8 -
Cn the other hand, choosing a subset model and
developing the simulation model for this is a reason
able thesis pnoiect.
Eon this thesis project, the interest is mainly
placed on the traffic flow model of the Western Tokyo
area which includes the Central loop and is actually
the central area of Tokyo Metropolis. In adding
this, the traffic control system cf the Western area
has a ten ye n history from its installation, conse
quently a lot f statistical data for the simulator vali
dation will be expected.
The GPSS simulation language is used with FOR
TRAN subroutin s for this project because of its
ample features for simulation for this kind of prob
lem .
The appl cation of this model will be con
sidered as fol ows?
(1^. Eevelopmen cf the current traffic control system's
ability
The imulatcr will be tied up with the
traffic c ntrol system using some intenface and will
be used fci predicting the traffic flew in the
near future or calculating the tnavel time to a par
ticular destination.
(2). Flannirg and research purpose
- C -
The traffic volume prediction will be needed
in case of the opening of new routes. some
special event, such as the Olympic Games, and every
year's traffic research etc.
In this thesis project, two kinds cf simulation
'"odel ar developed. Poth of them are using the same
aleorithm. however the modeling scale is different. One
model is created usin^ 1:10 scaling where the other
is using 1:100. [2]
The eason for the different scalirg is based
on the accu acy and run time considerations . The 1:10
scale mcdel produces more accurate results than the
1:100 scale model, however it requires longer run time
then l:i?0 Cale model and vice versa. Pcth models pro
duce the fo lowing data and can be used in appropriate
application purpose, such as travel time calculation
or traffic olume research, after they a^e analized and
validated .
The utput from the simulation models are:
' 1 ^
1,. Traff c volume of each interval of the ex-
expre sway every 1 hour. ( *, ** [3]
f2). Traff c volume cf each entrance and exit
every 1 hour- ( ** )
(3 . Veloc ty level of each interval of the ex




(4\ Trave time between any combination of ent
rance and exit every 1 hour.
'
** )
(5 . Traff c characteristics of selected interval
'
C-K curve ) every 1 simulation run. ( * )
Traffic volume and velocity level of each
interval of the expressway with off-line pro
cessing. ( * )
'a
where: ( * ) : Graphical output
( ** ) . Numerical output





rr M<etropolitan Expressway Public Corporation was
established in 1959 to promote the construction
cf motorways < Metropolitan Expressways in Central
""ov-c and its vicinity. The Co-poratior. also
admiristrates and maintains the expressways which
are already opened to traffic.
[^ In 1:10 scale model, one transaction represents
ten
CaTs where in 1:100. scale model one trans
ection nepresents one hurdred cars.
[2] The output interval of (l) - (a) can be changed




2.1 The expressway system
The expressway system of Western Tokyo, consists
of seven radial routes and a central loop noute as
its core. Most parts of the expressway are com
posed of twc-lane, elevated-structure road.
As eaoh route has an independent stnucture,
vehicles can not change routes directly, for example
from inner loop to outer loop without exiting and
reentering.
All the traffic which goes through from one
radial noute to anothen radial route must pass the
central loop route- This centralism tends to cause
traffic jams in the central loop route and at the
junctions of the radial routes to the central loop
route .
The Metropolitan Expressway is a toll road
with a flat nate toll, consequently there is a toll
gate at every entrance and junction from another
inter-unban expressways.
The K Y route is a free-way a'd strictly
speaking, this route is not a part of the Metropoli
tan Expressway. For that reason, there is a toll
gate at each junction from K.K route. However.
- 12 -
generally it is considered as a component of Metro
politan Expressway for it has the same road structure
( twc-lane elevated structure ).
2.2 Traffic volumes
The traffic volume at typical commuting time
in the morning reached up to 3500
- 4500 vehicles per
hour at the junction of each radial route to the
central Iccp and the loop route itself Most of
the radial routes have the same traffic pattern, that
i5 the traffic volume begins to increase at 5-6
a.m. and neaches a maximum at 8 - 9 a m. The
amount of increase of the traffic volume in these
periods sometimes reaches 4000 vehicles pen hour.
After the traffic volume reaches its maximum,
it decreases gradually but it keeps about 2000 vehi
cles per hour during the day time. pcth loop
routes usually keep about 2000 vehicles per hour dur
ing the day time.
There is another peak of traffic in the even
ing from central loop to each radial route and
between the radial routes. However this peak dees
not cause as serious traffic jams as the commuting
time in the morning, because of its distributive na
ture. Then the traffic decreases gradually and it
reaches its minimum at 2 - 4 a.m.
- 14 -
2.3 Traffic data
The data which can be used for this simulation
model ane gathered both from the Traffic Computer System
and variety of research which the Metropolitan Expressway
Public Corporation has made. [1]
^he description of each data are as follows:
2.3.1 Traffic volume
These data ane obtained both from computer
output [?1 and 0 - D research data [31. The data
used in this simulation model extracted from the
latter are summarized in APPENDIX 1 - APPENDIX 3.
APFEI^DIX 1 Traffic volume per hour in each toll gate.
APPENDIX 2 Traffic volume per hour in each exit
AFPFM'IX 3 Traffic volume per hour in each Interval of
the expressway. ' link )
2.3.2 Crigin - Destination ( 0 - D ) relationships
These data show the relationship between origin
and destination of each vehicle at every entrance (
on-ramp
^
and exit ( cff-ramp i . The data used in
this mo^el represent typical commuting time '.7-8
a.m.
^ and after the rapid increase of traffic volume
< 9 10 a .m ) are summarized in APPENDIX 4
- 15
2.3 Francb-ratic at interchange
At the intnohange of each radial route to
both loon routes, the traffic tranches to either -the
inner loop Cr the outer loop depending cn the desired
lest ina ti or .
Most of the traffic cheese tre shorter route.
For s-ample. at HMIC ( Ramazaki irterchange } cf Pcute
1-Sorth, the traffic whose destination is Poute 4 (
Route Sinjuku ) takes outer loop route which is short
en than to take inner loop route. Eowever in case
cf a particular destination, for example Poute 5 (
Route Ik-ebukuro ) at HMIC ( same Interchange as the
above example ), the traffic branches to both loop
routes in certain branch ratio ( detour ratio ).
These branch natios are critical because they are
closely related to the traffic condition.
Fon
example, if there is a heavy traffic jam
in cne of the loop routes, then it is apparent that
the traffic will choose the ether locp route. Howev
er, there is a statistical ratio which is obtained
from C - P research and it is assumed that in mos.t
cases the traffic branches follow this ratio. These
ratios arp summarized in APPENDIX 5 - APPENDIX 6.
- 16 -
Note:
[l1 Refer to CHAPTER 1
[2] Toll gate traffic volume data is obtained either from
Traffic Control Computer System or Toll gate Computer
S yc t em .
[2] Crlgin to Destination Research
The 0 - D research is made by Metropolitan Ex
pressway Public Corporation every two years. This
research requires the co-operation of the user of
Metropolitan Expressway because of its method, that
Is. at every entrance (toll gate; the user is handed
a neseanch cand which contains several questions
such as destination, what route does he on she
take and time of exit etc. This card is expected to
be sent back to the Corporation by mail: after filling
it in Although the Corporation prepares sevenal
premium or gift for the co-operation, the reply
rat is rather low. ( less than 35 % )
The data can be obtained from this research are:
' 1
N
. Traffic volume cf each entrance.
!2'K Traffic volume of each exit.
'2''1. Traffic volume of each interval of the
expressway .
- 17
!d Origin and destination of each vehir-l-
ir
each entrance ar d exit.
/ c





As far as the traffic flow is concerned,
there is well known traffic flow theory;
0 = K * V
where
0 : traffic volume, per hour
V : average space velocity
' km / hour )
X : density ( traffic volume > km )
This traffic flow theory is well formed in
the Metropolitan Expressway. especially in the inter
vals without cn-ramps and off-ramps. Typical Q-K
curves of the Metropolitan Expressway are shown in
Fig. 3 1.1.1 and Fig. 3.1.1.2.
These-
curves are ob
tained by processing output data of the Traffic Con
trol System. Since the data which are obtained
directly from the computen system ane traffic volume
and average velocity during five minutes, consequently
density ( K ) must be calculated from these two data,
with time conversion. The typical value of K in jam
density is 240
- Z61- for two lanes, which varies in
the panticu an interval of the expressway. It is
-
19
possible t say that C-K curve represents the nature
on characte istics of the particular Interval of the
expressway.
Theoretic lly, the C-K curve is treated as con-
tinous curve shewn as in Fig. 3.1.2.1, however, recent
research in the Metropolitan Expressway reveals that
the actual C-K curve is not continuous at the criti
cal density. as shown in Fig. 3.1.2.2.
In Fig. 3.1.2.2 two different traffic volumes
are obsenved at the critical density, one is on the
extersicr line of the smooth flow and the other is
on the line cf the jam flow. This means that
there are two different traffic volumes against one
density at the critical point.
TMs nesult of the research leads to one of
the traffic control schemes: that if the smooth
traffic flow can be maintained then more traffic can
pass within the same time of period. The equation
0 = K * V shews that V is very effective for this
scheme and since K can not be controlled dinectly
then V can be the control factor for maintaining
smooth flow. In the Metropolitan Expnessway, the
observed value cf V at the critical density is 30 -
40 km / hour.
11.1
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3.2 Modeling of traffic flow
Ir this section several methods for modeling
traffic flow are described.
Ir modeling the expressway using SPSS entities
thene is no doubt about choosing stcnage as the ele
ment of the simulated expressway { link ). because of
its properties that storage can contain many transac
tions within a defined capacity. The next step is
tc choose attributes . of storage which preserve or
keep the characteristics of traffic flow such as 0, K
and V, as mentioned in the previous section.
Fon this purpose, a small G-FSS model called
"C-Z curve is developed and the basic charac
teristics of storage attributes are examired.
The model consists of thnee sepanate programs?
a SPSS main program and two FORTRAN subroutines which
are "ailed by main program.
The rTFSS main program consists of three con
secutive storages with the instruction sequence
"enten-advance-leave"
. There ane thnee kinds of func
tions? first. five different interarrival functions are
defined and give different interarrival time for an
eight hour simulation. Second, a built-in exponen
tial function is used to modify the interarrival
function? tbird, several delay functions ane defined
tc gi^re a^ appropriate delay time to each transaction
while they are in each link The delay functions
- 21 -
can be changed depending on different rapacity of
storage. Each consecutive se
quence is followed by "queue", which counts the
transections passed in previous storage and after
these queues, a dummy advance block is inserted to
correct the down bias effect on the queue count when
a transaction is denied entry to successive storage.
*hea a transaction enters each link f stonage ),
the average contents of the storage which a transac
tion currently in it is assigned to the transaction 's
parameter and a delay function is invoked, passing
this parameter value for its argument. The delay
function returns an appropriate delay time, which
forces the transaction in the link to stay for a
given time period.
This model runs eight hours with five minute
internals using reset cards. The five minute interval
is decided considering similarities to the data from
which the 0- curve is obtained in the Traffic Con
trol System.
Several xamples obtained from this model are
shewn in Fig. 3.2.2 - 3.2.3 and Table 3.2.1. Fig.
3.2,2 shows C-K curve obtained at stonage capacity =
30 and delay function = 0,40/8,60/30.400. [1] pn
this case it is assumed that one transaction
represents ten vehicles, so from Fig. 3.2.2 the number






is abo t 400 and the number of vehicles ex
isting in the link ( corresponds to X ) is 300.
Fig. 3.2.3 shows another example, however in this
case it is ssumed that one transaction represents
one-hundred veh cles. Though the curve in Fig. 3.2.3
is very
di^o-
te, we can obsenve the same result at
storage capacit = 3 and delay function
= 0.40/3.400;
the n-uTher Cf vehicles passing during five minutes ( C
) is ^00 and number of vehicles existing in the
link f l > is 00.
In these xamples 0 is represented by CC$ ( to
tal entries of queue ) and K is represented by SA$. (
average content of stonage h There is another exam
ple, if we us S$ f current contents of storage ) in
stead of SAs hen invoking the delay function, this
mear^s when tr nsaction enters storage, the current
contents cf he storage is assigned to the
transaction's p rameter- The result is shewn in Fig.
3.2.4 The - X curve shown here is obtained at
storage = 40. d lay function = 0 ,40 '-10 ,60 /40 ,400 . the de
lay function h s the same proportion to the previous
example in F g C . However, in this case
though maximum C is about 400, it does not decrease
below 250 in jam density. This series of experiment
shows that it had betten to use SAs than to use S$
for the control factor of the transection
In Table 3.2.1 a part of the GPSS statistics
is show- The purpose here is to find out the at
tributes of GFSS entities such as storages and queues
which nerjnesent the characteristics of traffic flow Q,
K and V. in the previous example we use QC$ as
Q and SA^ as K, so what attribute represents V is
the question.
From the equation C = Y * V we can obtain;
V = C / K
Since CCS represents lC and SA$ represents K, we can
calculate V from these two values.
V = CC$ * 12 / SA$
where ocs = traffic volume / 5 minutes
For example, if we take the value of in Table
3.2.1 CCsol = 54 and SA$cl = 7.837 then V ( km ' h ) =
54 * 12 / 7.837 = 82.625.
If we choose ST$ ( average residence time of
storage ^ as the time factor ( second ), then V ( km / h
) 1^ unit length ( 1 km ) is represented V ( km / h )
= 3670 * 1
'
ST$. Now in Table 3.2.1 STsol = 43.537.,
we obtain V ( km / h ) = 3600 * 1 / 43.537 = 82.583.
This result shows good correspondence to the V
value obtained from OC$ol and SA$ol . Actually, if
we define the variable V$ol = 3600 / ST$ol which
represent V ' km / h ) and if we plot the relationship
between Vsol and SASol on the graph then we can ob-
- 24 -
tain the result shown in Fig. 3.2.5. This result is
reasonable because the equation
V - 0 * 1 / K
represents a hyperbolic curve.
Furthermore if we define another variable V$qol
= SAscl * 300 / S^sol which represent Q and if we
plot the relationship between QCsol then we obtain a
linear graph, which is , shown in Fig. 3.2.6.
From these results, it is possible to conclude
that the attributes in the model CC$, SA$ and 3600 '
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Implementation ir the GFSS model
The results gotten in the previous section
show that attributes CC$, SA$ and 3600 / ST$ in the
model sequence enter - advance - leave "represent traff
ic characteristics C. K and V respectively.
Furthermore, attribute SA$ is better than S$
when it is used as the control factor of the
transaction's delay time in each link. From these
results we can draw out the basic design of the
traffic flow model.
First, we use storage as the representation of
a link ( element of a simulated expressway ) and we
define t>>e capacity of the storage, considering the
length of each link. Since the unit length of a
link is 1 kilometer and it must contain a maximum
of 240 - Z60 vehicles in it, we have tc choose a
maximuT storage capacity 36 in 1:10 scale model and
4 in 1:100 model. In the latter case we have to
choose storage capacity 3 or 4, since it is impossi
ble tc take intermediate value-
Second, we have to decide the delay function-
Using the "c
- K curve several delay functions
are examined in previous section. However, the
results gotten in the 1:10 scale model and the 1:100
scale mo^el are somewhat different. In the 1:10
model, a three point contincus delay function is
used for example In the case of storage capacity
- 26 -
30. the delay function which produce an appropriate 0
- K curve is 0 ,40/7 ,60 '30 ,400; in the 1:100 scale
model the two point function, 0,40/3,400, produces an
appropriate result when the storage capacity is 3.
If we use a two point function which has the same
proportion of its value to the delay function in the
1:100 scale model, then the model will produce
under-achievement of the passing transactions.
Furthermore if we use a delay function which has
the same proportion as the 1:10 scale model in the
1:100 rrodel ' in this case storage capacity 4 is
chosen \ then the model will produce over-achievement
of the passing transactions. It is assumed that
the over-achievement in 1:100 scale model is due to
the discreteness of the control factor, that is, the
argument value of the delay function car take only
four values and adding this the probability to take
value 1 Is supposed to be very large. Anyway we
decided tc use a different type of delay function in
each model. From these examples, we can also con
clude that the storage capacity limits the maximum
number of transactions in the link, while the func
tion value limits or controls the number of passing
transactions. Furthermore, in the case of different
lengths of the link, we can draw the result that
the delay function of unit length can be used, mag
nifying its value proportionally depending on the
-
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length of the link. For example, if the storage
capacity of unit length is 30 and the length of the
link which we are going to decide the delay function
is 2 kilometer then the delay function for this link
would be 0,50
.'14, 120/60,00.
Third, we have to run the model in five
minute intervals using the reset card. Because the
delay control factor should be SA$ and it must be
reset every five minutes. If we do not use a five
minute reset then, the model would produce similar





[1] The function in GPSS can be defined either
discrete or continuous using the following notation.
For example, 0 ,40/E ,60 '30 ,400 represents three point
continuous function, although the argument specifica
tion c is not shown. This function returns
value 40, a linear interpolated integer value between
40 and 60 and also a linear interpolated integer
value between 60 and 400, corresponding to the






In the previous section, the basic characteris
tics of traffic flow and the strategies of
modeling-
traffic flow are described. In this section, we
develop an expressway model based on these results.
In modeling the Tokyo Metropolitan Fxpressway
using the GFSS simulation language, care must be tak
en in the following points:
4.1.1 Scaling cf the model
Although it is ideal to represent one transac
tion vehicle by one transaction in the model, there
is a GPSS restriction that prevents implementation of
this strategy. In the GPSS processor there is a res
triction that the number of transactions existing in the
model can not exceed a certain amount. The restric
tion can be expanded by reallocating the resources
within the GPSS processor, however, it is not enough
for representing the vehicles by one transaction, even
by reallocating the resources in this particular
mcdel .
For example, it is assumed that 45000 vehi-
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cles can exist in the model simultaneously in the
case of a traffic jam and 30000 vehicles in the
case of normal conditions. Consequently, for this
reascn we have to de-scale the model. In this
model 1:10 and 1:100 scaling are used, as mentioned
in chapter 2 .
4.1.2 Pun time of the model
The run time of the model is closely related
to the scaling factor. Generally speaking, the run
time of the 1:10 scale model is almost ten times
longer than the 1:100 scale model because the GPSS
processor must treat ten times more transactions in
the former model. It is very important to decide
the run time of the model, especially in particular
applications
For example, if we use this model for
research purposes, such as the survey cf the effect
cf opening a new route, then run time is not the
main consideration. However, if we use this model
for calculating travel time for the information ser
vice to the driver in an on-line basis, then longer
run times would be fatal.
Since scaling and run time, of the model are
closely related to each other, we expect to find a
trade-off between the accuracy and calculation speed
in examining these two different scale models in a
later section
4.2 Abbreviations in modeling
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, we de
cide to use de-scaling in creating the expressway
model, consequently we have to consider several points
about the total accuracy of the model.
As far as the accuracy of this model is con
cerned, ten vehicles in the 1:10 scale model and one
hundred vehicles in the 1:100 scale model are the
limit of resolution in each model. Consequently the
fcllcwing abbreviations are considered:
4.2.1 Simulate two lanes by single lane
Since ten vehicles is the resolution limit, it
does not make sense to simulate the particular
characteristics which would occur in a two-lane model
implementation, such as lane-change at the interchange
etc. Furthermore, most of
the"
interchanges in the
Metropolitan Expressway from the radial route to the
loop route are channelled to a single lane for
smooth merging of traffic to the loop route; for
this reason it is assumed that using a single lane
model is rot an over abbreviation.
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4.2.2 Abbreviate entnances and exits with small traffic
Entrances and exits with small amounts of
traffic, which have no significant effect on the main
traffic flew, are put together and added to the
closest entrance with a large volume of traffic.
4.2.3 Abbreviate multi-lane toll bate
Since this model treats the traffic flow as a
single lane, the multi-lane toll gates, such as those
at the junctions from the inter-urban expressway, are
removed. All toll gates in this model are
represented by a single gate block, which is placed
every entrance.
Fased on these modeling strategies and abbrevi
ations, the schematic .diagram of the GPSS model of
Metropolitan Expressway used is shown in Fig 4.2.1.
In Fig 4.2.1, the expressway consists of a
collection of links, which are represented by a rec
tangular shape. The number in the rectangle shows
the link number, ( 1 to 64 ) . The black arrow shows
the on ramp with the on-ramp number, (1 to 34 ) .
The white arrow shows the off-ramp with the off-ramp
numben (51 to 78 ^ . At the junction from each
radial route to both loop routes, and the junction
from both loot routes to K.K. route, the mnemonic
names of each interchange are shown. In the mnemonic
- **?
names or both loop routes, the first character
represents which loop route they belong to. For ex
ample, the interchange name CHMC shows that this
particular interchange is located en the outer loop
route .
Although the links between the interchanges and
the lcop routes are not shown in Fig 4.2.1, there
exist such links. For example, in ROITE 1-SOUTE
there are links which connect between HMU1 and both
loop route intenchange CHMIC and IHMIC. Conversely.
there are also links from the loop routes to each
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4.3 Description of the model
4.3.1 Overview
The GPSS model cf Tokyo Metropolitan Express
way is created based on the modeling strategies and
abbreviations in the previous section. In this sec
tion, the GPSS model and associated FCFTRAM subrou
tines are described.
The model consists of one GPSS program and
collections of FORTRAN subroutines which are called
from the GPSS program. The GFSS program simulates
the expressway system, defining storage as its com
ponent a^d several functions such as: interarrival
functions, destination functions, delay functions and
direction functions. The GPSS program not only pro
duces standard or selected GPSS statistics as output.
but it also produces several kinds of graphical out
put ard statistical analysis by the aid of FORTRAN
subrcutines. The FORTRAN subroutines also play the
role cf an interactive medium between the GFSS pro
gram and the user. The user can change or select
several entities such as functions or queues in the
GFSS program from the FORTRAN subroutines.
The hours simulated by this model are eight
the hours from 4:00
am.- 12:60 a .m . a^d this inter
val is characteristic cf typical commuting times in
the corning, as mentioned in chapter 2, ano it is
the most interesting time period in the view of both
the administrator of the expressway and its user.
4.3.2 GPSS main program
T^e GPSS main program ccnsists of the follow
ing romp on en ts :
4.3.2.1 definitions
(1). Storage definitions
Storages represent each link of the express
way, and. the different length of the links are
represented by defining different storage capacities.
<2) Function definitions
'a\ Interarrival functions
Interarrival functions are prepared for every
entrance They return appropriate values when called
by the generate block corresponding to each entrance
in the moiel. The argument of these functions i.s
an absolute clock; time unit of both the 1:10 and
the 1:100 model is a second. The interarrival time
of these entrances car be modified by an exponential
function and the choice can be made by the user




Destination functions are also prepared for
every entrance, and they assi&n appropriate values
when they are invoked by the assign block in the
mcdel There are two different destination func
tions for each entrance and they are switched; one
controls the 4:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. time period and
the other the 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. time period.
(c ^ . Delay functions
Delay functions return an appropriate delay
time when they are invoked by the transaction enter
ing the particular link. Different delay functions
give different characteristics to each li->k.
'
i) Direction functions
Direction functions are prepared for every in
terchange rom the radial routes tc the loop routes
and they a sign the choice of the outer or inner
loop route to each transaction.
4.3.2.2 Mod 1 segment
(1 ) . Crigin segment
This segment represents each entnance or junc
tion from a other inter-urban expressway. The generate
block invok s the corresponding interarrival function
and generates the transection. The interarrival time
can be modified by the exponential function, if the
user chaoses modification mode from the FORTRAN sub
routine. Then the transaction is assigned its origin
and destination parameters, and if the link to which
the transaction is going to
enter-
is not full, then
it is trarsfered to the corresponding expressway seg
ment
(2). Fxpressway segment
This segment represents the route structure of
the expressway system. Each link, the component cf
the expressway, consists cf an enter
sequence. An appropriate delay time is assigned to
each transaction when it invokes the delay function
from each link where the transaction currently ex
ists. At the interchange or off-ramp, the destination
value cf each transaction is examined by the test
block an^ if the value is equal tc the particular
destination then the transaction transfers to the
block or. in case cf an off-ramp, it terminates.
In several interchanges, where no test block exists,
the transaction bfanches according to the giver branch
ratio. At the interchange fnom each radial route
to both loop routes. the direction function is in
voked by the transaction and the choice cf the loop
route is decided. For particular destinations, a
^c
detour ratic is used when deciding alternatives.
4.3.2.3 FORTRAN interface segment
(1). Interactive pode segment
The segment calls FORTRAN subroutines and re
quests to the user tc input the selection or choice
t i o n s
The user can choose from the following
op-
'a ^ . Display scale
One of the display scales must be selected de
pending on the model which is currently used.
'
1:10 scale or 1:100 scale )
fl) . Speed level display
The user can choose 'display or
'suppress'
for
graphically displaying the speed level of each
link every five minutes.
{cs
, C-K curve display
The user can choose "display or for
graphically displaying C-K curve in a user-select
ed link.
'&). Travel time display
- ^c
The use can choose 'display or for
hourly ravel time calculation between any combina
tion 0f entrance and exit.
fpN
Mo ification of interarrival time
The use can choose modification options for the
Ingram val time functions. Modifyirg by a
ex-
ponentia function or no modifying can be chosen.
(2), Data communication and display segment
This segment interfaces the data communications
between the GPSS program and FORTRAN subroutines.
This segment also calls the display subroutines when
a display is requested by the user. The display
of the traffic volume from simulator, with the ex
pected value and statistical analysis between them (
paired sample t-test [1] ), are displayed automatically
every cne hour.
4.3.2.4 GPSS statistics collection segment
This segment can be used in choosing any
desired GFSS statistics, such as storages and queues.
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4.3.2.5 Control segment
This segment runs the model for three-eight
hour simulations, using a selective reset card and a
selective clear card. The output queues for the
traffic volume are reset every one h^ur, while all
the stcrages and queues for the Q-X curve are reset
every 5 mi^vtes.
4.3.3 FOFTRAN subroutines
The associated FORTRAN subroutines. which are
directly called by the GPSS program, are as fellows:
4.3.3.1 Interactive mode support subroutines
As soon as the simulation begins, these subrou
tines ane called immediately by the GPSS program and
they request the user to input several selections as
mentioned in the previous section. The selections are
returned to the GPSS program by these subroutines.
4.3.3.2 Data cemmunication support subroutines
These subroutines store the data from the
GPSS model. or return the results from subroutines.
There are two cemmunication cycles: 306 seconds and







These subroutines display the data fr cm the
^FSS model either graphically or numerically in a
comprehensive manner.
The traffic volume every one hour is a
graphical display with output frcm the GPSS mndel and
the expected values from actual data, in an arrange
ment so the values can be compared. In addition to
this, statistical analysis is performed, using paired
sample t-test in all links.
The speed level display is generated every
five minutes as a graphical disiley with three speed
levels in different colors and different line styles on
the expnessway map. The speed level classifications
are less than 30 km/h, between 30 km/h and 60 km/h,
and greater than 60 km/h. They can be changed
depending on the user requirements.
The Q-K curve display of the selected links
is provided for the verification of the GPSS model.
This option produces the C-K curve of a selected
link at the end of an eight hour simulation.
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NOTE:
[1] Paired sample t-test is used to test the di
fference between the two sets of data where the
individual members of one sample are directly re
lated to corresponding individual members of other
sample. The traffic volume of a particular link pro
duced by the simulation model is directly related





5.1 Method of analysis
In
analyzing the results of the simulation
model, the method generally taken addresses the fol
lowing points: verification of techniques. sensitivity
with respect to variation ir the components, steady
state analysis and recommendations. The methods are
briefly described. below; the actual analysis of the
results is discussed in detail in laten section 5.2.
5.1.1 Verification techniques
As far as this simulation model is concerned,
the actual situation is known from the data collected
by the corporation, consequently the first requirement
fen this model is to pnoduce results, that are as
close as possible to the actual situation.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, this
model is designed to conveniently compare the simula
tion results to actual data, though observing; them
directly from the graphical output. By adding this
graphical output, the statistical analysis between the
simulation results and actual data is produced au
tomatically, sc we can also use these statistics for
- 44 -
the verification of the model. The validity of
the results are discussed in a later section.
5.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
Since the mcdel consists of a collection cf
storages, the capacity of the storage is a sensitive
ccmpcnert of this model. Actually in the 1:160
scale model, this factor is very sensitive, especially
in passing transactions within a unit time period.
From the experiment of 0-K curve in chapter 3, we
have two alternatives in choosing storage capacity (
storage capacity 3 or 4 ) . In case of storage
capacity 3, the model shows drastic under achievement
in passing transactions in a unit time pe-iod. Conse
quently, we are forced to choose storage capacity 4
in the 1:106 scale model. In the 1:10 scale model
several alternatives ane examined.
The delay function also can be a sensitive
compcnent, as discussed in the result section below.
5.1.3 Steady state analysis
There does not appear to be a steady state
for this model, since the model simulates cnly the
4:00 a.m. tc 12:00 a.m. time period. However, it is
necessary tc examine the
steadiness of the model when
the random ^uirter sequence is changed. For this
- c -
reason, the model is run repeatedly under different
random number sequences by using the clean card
between each hour simulation period.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Traffic volume
Traffic volume in each link of this model is
compared to the traffic volume of the actual data,
either graphically or statistically, using paired sam
ple t-test. The graphical output is very helpful not
only in analyzing and examining statistical data but
it also facilitated the development cf this model.
I" Table 5.2.1.1 the results of the paired
sample t-test of the two different scale models are
shown. These results are obtained by runni-6 each
mcdel under different modifications of the interarrival
function. In finst case, the interarrival functions
are not modified and the second case they are modified
by an exponential distribution function. Fcth of the
results are obtained from their first run. The
storage capacity of the links in the 1:10 scale
model is chosen to be 40, since it is to be com
pared to the 1:100 scale mcdel, .whichused storage
capacity 4.
In both scale models, we ran easily see that
the t-val^e is biased tc the minus side, which means
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an under achievement cf passing tnan saction s . In the
1:100 scale model, most of the t-values in the early
time period exceed the cnitical value. However, in
the 1:10 scale model all t-values, except 7:00 a.m.
in the exponential modification, are within the criti
cal region. The critical t-value in this particular
case is t = 2.576 ( At alpha = 0.61, n = 62, two-tail
test
x
In the 1:10 scale model, we can observe the
same trend in the t-values under different interar
rival function modifications. In the case of exponen
tial modification, the t-value begins in the minus
range and changes from minus to plus between 8:00
and :00 and again goes back to minus region. In
the case of nc modification, the t-value begirs in
the minus range and closes to zero at 9:00 then
goes back to minus and finally exceeds zerc slightly
at 12:00 This trend is shown in Fig 5.2.1 1.
We can see the effect of the modification of
interarrival function from this figure, that is, modi
fying the interarrival function with exponential dis
tribution increases the distribution of the t-value,
however it does not change the basic transition pat
tern of the t-value. At this moment, it is as
sumed that the transition pattern of the t-value may
be based cn another factor such as the random




In the 1:100 scale model, modification of the
interarrival function also does not have significant
effect on the t-value, as can be seen in Fig
5.2.1,2
As far as the accuracy of the traffic volume
of this model is concerned, the 1:12'/ scale mcdel
does not produce results which meet the requirements
of the statistical test. The deviation of t-
value is large, so we conclude that it is better
nct t(? continue attempting to change components of
this model tc improve it. The only way to improve
this model would be to change the delay function,
because increasing the storage capacity to 5 would be
unrealistic given the actual situation as mentioned in
chapter 3. Cn the other hand, the 1:10 scale
model produces reasonable results which meet the sta
tistical test, although one of the data points
slightly exceeds the critical t-value.
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TABLE 5.2.1.1
THE RESULT CF FAIRED SAMPLE T-TEST IN
DIFFERENT SCALE AND INTERARRIVAL MODIFICATION
1:10 SCALE 1:100 SCAIF
TIME KC-EXPCN EXFCN NC-EXPCN EXFCN
5:00 -2.020 -2.907 -2.908 -2.908
6:00 -2.536 -2.513 -2.871 -2.794
7:00 -2.542 -2.688 -2.793 -2.772
8 :00 -2.176 -1.327 -3.436 -3.641
9:0? -0.742 1.268 -2.752 -2.961
10:06 -2.369 -1.705 -3 . 025 -3.156
11:00 -1.205 -1.062 -1.581 _1
^CZ
X fc- <-*
12:00 0.017 -0.038 1.916 1.649
MOUlrt^D BY EXfC.M
TRAHISITION"
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The sensitivity of this mcdel can be measured
by charging the components of the model. The com
ponents which directly effect the characteristics of
this model are capacity of the storage and the delay
function. As mentioned in chapter 3, both of these
components are very important tc decide the charac
teristics of the traffic flow, called the Q-K cunve.
Since the storage capacity decides the number of
vehicles within the unit length of the expressway in
the model, and this value lies between 250 and 360
from the observation of actual data, we decide to
choose an appropriate value from the range for this
analysis. Similar tc the storage capacity, the de
lay function decides the passing of a transaction
within a unit time period, and this value is decided
based on the travel time cf unit length of the ex
pressway. Consequently we can not use an unrealis
tic value; for example, a maximum speed value greater
than 120 km/h is unrealistic in the Metropolitan Ex
pressway.
5.2.2.1 Effect of storage capacity
The effect of storage capacity is examined
under two different storage capacities, 36 and 46,
for-
each link. The 1:100 scale mcdel is not used
for the sensitivity analysis because of its discrete-
;0
ness In the 1:100 scale model, we can only choose
storage capacity 3 and 5 as the alternatives, and
the forme shows drastic unden achievement cf passing
transactions within a unit time period and the latter
is not acceptable given the actual situaticr.
In Table 5.2.2.1, paired sample statistics of
each storage configuration are shown. These data are
extracted from their first run unden the exponential
modification of the interarrival function. From
Table 5.2.2 1, we can observe that there is not a
significant difference of t-value until 7:06 a m., the
time before the heavy traffic jam begins. Eowever,
after 8:00 a.m. while the storage capacity 36 confi
guration continues to keep under achievement of
t-
value. the storage capacity 40 configuration changes
its t-value from minus to plus. This change is also
apparent in the graphical output which describes not
only the difference but also it describes the charac
teristics of the change. A part of the sequence
of graphical output in this situation is shown in
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HIT 1.RETURN TO CONTINUE
bk. 5.2.2.4
6
K ? z2 2.2 Fffect of the delay function
In
examining the effect of the delay func
tion, we choose two alternative values for the lower
limit of each delay function. Lower speed limits
of 9 km/h and 12 km/h are chosen for this purpose,
and the 1:12 scale model with storage capacity 36 is
used with exponential modification cf the interarrival
function
From the results shown in Table 5.2.2.2, we
can observe that the t-values in both models are al
most the same until 7:00 a.m. However, the former
continues to keep under achievement of the t-value,
while the latter changes its t-value from minus to
plus at 9:20. Since we changed the lower limit of
the delay function, the effect of this change ap
pears apparently in the jam time period.
Frcm the above two sensitivity analyses, we
can co'clude that either storage capacity or delay
function is very sensitive, especially in jam condi
tion Therefore, care must be taken when choosing
these components in a particular part of the link of
this model. Since the capacity of the link is
limited by the physical structure of the expressway.
choosing the delay function as the variable component
is a better strategy for improvement of the model.
_ p *
C- c *_
* o _ K curve
As described in the previous chapter, this
model produces the 0 - X curve cf a selected link of
the expressway at the end of an 8 hour simulation
run. For examining the characteristics of particular
link and verifying the traffic flow theory, two links
are chosen from the inner loop route in which a,
large deviation of traffic volume is observed.
The C-K curve of link 22 produced from the:
1:10 scale model and the 1:100 scale model are shown
in Fig. 5.2.2.3. In this figure, we can observe
similar C-K curves, as obtained from "Q - X curve
output, shewn in Fig- 3.2.2 and Fig. 3.2.3.
In these C - K curves, since storage capacity 40 in
1:12 scale model and 4 in 1:120 scale model are
used, both 0-value and K-value show slight over
achievement; however, the shape of the curve
represents the Q-K relationship well.
In Fig 5. 2,. 2. 4, the Q-K curves in link 16
are shewn. In this case 0 - K curve ottained from
the different scale models appears different. The
curve obtained from the 1:10 scale model shows only
a smooth flow portion of traffic, while the curve
obtained fnom 1:100 scale model shows both regions.
It is interesting to compare them to another C-K
curve in the same link when storage canacity and de
lay function changed. The third 0
- X curve in
- 54 -
Fig. 5. 2 2 4 is obtained at storage capacity 36 with a
different type of delay function. The third 0
- X
curve shows the jam region; however, the very low
Q-value when K is high does net appear in this
figure. This example shows that care must be taken
when employing different types of delay functions for
the improvement of the model.
5.2.3 Steadiness of the model
In
examining the steadiness of the model, we
run the mcdel three times using different random
number sequences. For this experiment, again two dif
ferent scale models are employed and are examined
under exponential modification of interarrival function.
The reason to choose the exponential modification is
that it seems to give more distribution to t-value
than no modification, as described in a previous ex
ample cf this chapter.
I" Table 5.2.3.1 and Table 5.2.3.2 the
results of above experiments are shown From the
result of 1:10 scale model in Table 5.2.3.1, we can
observe the same trend of transition in t-value under
different random number sequences. This trend can be
seen more easily if we draw the transition pattern
shown in Fig. 5.2.3.1. From this figure, we can
observe that the distribution of t-value is decreased
as the simulation pneceeds The same trend is also
_
cc
observed ir the 1:100 5Cale model in Fig. 5.2.3.2;
however the distribution cf t-value is still large.
From these repeated runs of the model under
different random number sequences, we can conclude
that the t-value,- which is assumed to nepre59nt t^e
characteristics of the model, does "ot change signifi
cantly even we change the randcm number sequence.
In another words, it is possible to conclude that
the model is steady enough under different random
number sequences and the characteristics of the




THE FESULT CF PAIRED SAMPLE T-TEST OF 1:10 SCALE
MCDEL UNDER DIFFERENT RANDCM NUMBER SEQUENCE
TIME 1ST RUN 2ND RUN 3RD RUN
5:00 -2.097 -2.484 -2 . 304
6:00 -2.513 -2.630 -2.324
7:00 -2 686 -2.506 -2.297
8:00 -1.327 -2.305 -?.6Q?
9:00 1.268 0.314 -0.090
10:0* -1.705 0.104 0.101
11:00 -1.062 -1.543 -0.848
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C p -7 pTAEIE
TEE PZSTTIT CF PAIRED SAMPLE T-TEST CF 1:102' SCALE
MCDEI UNDER DIFFERENT EANDCM NUMPER SEQUENCE
TIME 1ST RUN 2ND RUN 3RD RUN
5 :00 -2.906 -3.10 5 -2.299
6:02 -2.794 -2.290 -2.261
7:00 -2.772 -2.842 -3.041
8 :00 -3.641 O W w .. -3.321
9:00 -2.961 -2.429 -2.735
10:00 -3.156 -1.970 -2.71P
11:00 _1 7R7i \~ *~ <- -1.473 -2.627
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=; T Case study
I" this section, using an optional facility
of the model, travel time between a selected entrance
and exit is calculated for examining adequacy and
steadiness of speed level. As described in chapter
4, this mcdel can produce the speed le-el of all
portions o^ the expressway every five minutes, howev
er, ie do net have the actual data to directly com
pare the model's results. Therefore, we can only
determine the feasibility of the model's results.
Travel time is calculated between entrance 22,
which is at the end of RCUTE 3. and exit 75 which
is at the end of ROUTE 5. The distance between
the two is 28.725 km, which is one of the longest
distances in t is model. For this case study, the
two different scale models are used and examined
under exponential modification of the interarrival
function. The results obtained from the 1:10 scale
model and the 1:100 scale model are shown in Table
5.3.1.1 and Table 5.3.1.2 respectively.
In examining the adequacy cf the travel time
result, the average speed at the shortest travel time
and at the longest travel time in each model is
calculated. The speed range calculated from first




Tiinimum speed - 12. 623 km/h
Similarly the speed range of the 1:120 scale model is:




The storage capacity is 40 in the 1:10 scale model
and 4 in the 1:10 scale ; model, and the delay func
tion in this case represents the upper speed limit
of 90 km'h and a lower
, speed limit of 9 km/h
From the speed rarge calculated in both
models, the nesults from the 1:10 scale model shows
good correspondence the maximum and minimum speed,
however. the results from the 1:100 scale model
exceeds both the upper, and lower limits, The minimum
speed calculated from its second run, 6.408 km/h,
while is slightly better than that of the first run,
also exceeds the limit. From these experiments, the
adequacy of speed level in each model is clearly
depicted. that is. the result from the 1:10 scale
mcdel shows good correspondence tc the delay function
used while the result from the 1:100 scale model
does not.
For testing the steadiness of the travel time
produced from each mcdel. paired sample t-test is em
ployed and the difference of the first run and the
second run are tested.
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The result of each paired sample t-test are
shown in the following:
1:10 scale model t = 0.212
1:100 scale model t - 0.096
Since the critical t-value in this case is 1.895 (
at alpha = 0.1, n = 7, two tail test ), both values
satisfy the test, howeven, care must taken in the
1:100 scale model. First, the 1:100 scale model pro
duces
NO-TRIF"
in its third run which means that
there are no vehicles going from entrance 22 tc exit
75 between 4:00 and 5:00, while the 1:10 scale model
produces a travel time of 19.233 minutes. It is
assumed that this result comes from the discreteness
of the 1:100 scale model; no transaction is assigned
destination value 75 between 4:00 and 5:02, even
though exit 75 is located at the end of FCUTE 5 and
the rrcbability of assigning this value as the desti
nation from entrance 22 is rather high. ( 16.49 % ',
refer tc APPENDIX 4 ) Second, in Table 5.3 1.2 at time
10:02, the difference in the travel time between the
first run and the second run exceeds 100 minutes,
which is an unacceptable fluctuation. Third, the t-
value cbtaired frcm the paired sample t-test is
better than that cf the 1:10 scale model However,
care must be taken in that the paired sample t-test
tends to produce a good t-value when either the
- ei -
difference between paired data has a positive value
or a minus value. Table 5.3.1.2 is a good example
of this case. v,e experienced the same situation in
the traffic volume paired sample t-test; however, in
this case graphical output display prevents the wrong
conclusion .
Fn^m these results, we conclude that the 1:10
scale model produces adequate travel /time., correspond
ing tc the gi^en delay function, and it also pro
duces steady data under different random number se
quences Cr the other hand, the 1:100 scale mcdel
produces unrealistic travel times and the deviation




'RAVE! TIME ( 22 - 75 : 1:12 SCATE MODEL
TIME 1ST RUN 2ND RUN 3RD FUN
5:00 19 233 19.300 19 233
6:00 31.167 26.533 35.933
7:00 46.933 44.000 37 917
6:00 46 617 46.483 42 717
9:00 69 .000 66.617 61.067
10:00 11 .700 118.500 119 .550
11:22 145 922 170 600 155 600
12:00 159.250 162.152 158 200
TAFIE 5.3.1.2
TRAVEL TIME ( 22 - 75 ) 1:100 SCAIE MODEL
T JM V 1ST RUM 2ND RUN
2?.^
FUN
5:00 18.652 19.400 KC-TFIP
6:00 27.967 56.950 22 350
7:00 2.1 .250 51 .850 ^1 233
6:00 63.163 90.000 ee 983
9:0Z 125 .717 80.583 77 367
10:00 161.733 264. 602 192.933
11:00 -266 .967 203.533 653.150
12:00
T C"Z "Z T T
w C w - O w w 266.967 213 267
CHAPTER 6
Analysis and recommendations
6.1 Fe^iew and analysis
As far as this simulation mcdel is conferred,
neither special tuning for ^ood correspondence to the
actual situ tior nor modification of source data is
made Th s model is created based simply on traff
ic flew th cry, employing the delay function as a
control f ctor and produces reasonable results
cerrespcniio tc the given source data. For this:
reason, thi model represents the inherent characteris
tics cf th algorithm well. Let's begin review and
analysis f the results found in the previous
chap ter .
'
6.1.1 Stati tic 1 output analysis
As how in the results in the previous
chapter th t affic volume of each model has a ten
dency fcr nde achievement, especially in the 1:100
scale -node More precisely, both models have the
tendency of un er achievement in the early simulation
period. befcre 9:00 a.m. in the 1:10 scale model and
before 11:00 i the 1:100 scale model. The main
reascn for t is problem is the under achievement of
the interarriva function. In the 1:10 scale model,
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all statistics of the up-radial route are minus until
8:20 a m. and hange to plus after 8:00 a.m. In
the 1:100 sea e model, there is a same tendency,
however the tur ing point is around 9:00 a.m.
'Since t e up-radial route is the main source
of transactions in this model, under achievement of
this route has a direct effect on the traffic
volume. However, in the 1:10 scale model this ef
fect is not so serious as in the 1:100 scale model
because most of the t-values are withir the critical
region and the correspondence of the traffic volume
to the actual data is good enough, as can be ob
served from graphical output. Cn the other hand,
in the 1:100 scale model another problem with the
interarrival function made the situation worse.
Since one transaction represents one hundred vehicles
in the 1:120 scale model, interarrival function in
the early time period of the simulation has a very
large irterarrival time. .Althoughthe interarrival
function changes every one hour, the GPSS processor
schedules the transaction whenever the interarrival
function is called.
"
Consequently, when the interar
rival function with the very large interarrival time
is called, the transaction is scheduled and remains
in future event chain and it comes out to current
event chain much later, even though the original in
terarrival function has hanged in the meantime This
fact causes over achievement in a later time uerioc.
cf the simulation in the 1:102 scale model.
'
The
under achievement of traffic volume in the 1:100
scale model can also be observed from the C-K curve
and the travel time calculation. The r> - K curve in
link 16 shows that the 1:102 scale model tends to
cause t^afic jams more than the 1:10 scale model, us
ing the same combination of storage and -^elay func
tions. In the travel time calculation, the 1:100
scale model produces a very low speed which is un
realistic under the given delay function. Roth of
the above problem are assumed to be caused by the
discreteness of the control factor of the delay func
tion in the 1:100 scale model.
6.1.2 Graphical output analysis
In both scale models, especially in a heavy
traffic jam conditicn, the ccrrespordence cf traffic
volume between the simulation output and the actual
data is lest, as shown in the first figure of Fig.
6.1.1. This type of figure only appears in heavy
traffic jam conditions and never appears in the model
in which the C-K curve has the pattern as shown in
Fig 3 2.4 in chapter 3. The second curve in Fig.
6.1.1 shows the example in which the Q-K curve has
the pattern similar to in Fig. 3.2.4. Foth figures
in 5ig. 6.1.1 are ottaired using the same storage
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capacity, but different delay functions.
The reason for this type of phenomenon is
believed to be caused by the blocking effect cf the
very high density link. Actually, the same kind of
phenomenon is observed in the "C - K curve
under heavy traffic jam conditions. In 'Q-K curve
tester . as the number of transactions entering to
the chained storage increases, first, the contents of
the front-end storage increases rapidly while the con
tents of the consecutive two storages do not increase
as much. However, as the simulation proceeds, the
situation changes and sometimes the middle storage has
the larger contents and sometimes the rear-end storage
has the largen contents This phenomenon appears as
if traffic jam moving around
in the three consecutive
storages .
This behavior is not completely resolved in
this model. however we can point out several stra
tegies to avcid this effect.. Since this phenomenon
appears only under the heavy traffic jam condition,
we can avoid it by choosing an appropriate combina
tion of storage capacity and delay function which
does net cause heavy traffic jams. However we
can not choose storage capacity and delay functions
which are unrealistic when compared to actual situa
tion, consequently we have to
determine the trade-off.
From the results in the previous chapter, the
ap-
FO
pnopriate combination of storage capacity and delay
function in the 1:10 scale model assumed that the
storage capacity is 36 to 40 and lowen limit of de
lay function which has the significant effect in
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mhe two different scale models are developed
and examined in this project for finding cut the
strategies for a complete model. Although the
difference between the two models is only a scaling
factor, the results gotten from each mcdel are quite
different
However, the difference is reasonable because
it depends on the resolution factcr of each mcdel.
The 1:10? scale model produces the results which in
volve under achievement cf traffic volume, or unreal
istic value for the travel time. It does show
steadiness under the different random number sequences.
These results prove the correctness or the adequacy
of the algorithm used in this model. As the
result, when we change the scaling factor from 1:100
to 1:10. the model produces a fair result. Since
only one random generator is
used as the argument of
the destination function in this model when we choose
nc modification of interarrival function, it is fairly
clear that the difference between the two models i.s
simply due tc the discreteness in assigning
the des
tination value to each transaction.
As mentioned in chapter 1, the purpose of
this project is not creating a complete model but
creating a subset
and examining the basic nature of
the traffic flow mcdel and as a consequence obtaining
-
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the strategy for a complete moael . For this reason,
ro special tuning is made on this model because it
is assumed to be harmful at this point. Although
there is a problem not completely solved at this
point, such as transition of traffic jam under the
heavy
jam'
condition, if the following things are ap
plied cn this model then the results improve.
6.2.1 Recommended tunings of the model:
1- lse a distinct storage capacity for each link.
', Ir. this model several abbreviations are made
for the simplicity.)
2. Frerare distinct delay function for ?ach link.
'
Simila r to above. j
3. Prepare Origin-Destination function every 1 hour.
In this model, only two different 0 - D
functions are used to represent The entire
6 hour simulation. Consequently, it might
assign inadequate destination during particular
time period. )
Change the branch ratio at interchange tc the ratio
which represents every different time period or
create an algorithm which detects jam i- the model
and then decides the branch ratio in light cf the
- 70 -
jam .
{ In this model only one fixed ratio is used.
It is unrealistic for a long time simulation
such as 2* hours. )
6.2.2 Scale recommerdation
We recommend the, 1:12 scale model for practi
cal use based on the following reascn:
1. Adequate resclution for practical use
In practical use, it is necessary to
represent not only the .traffic volume cf the link
but it is alse necessary to depict the traffic
volume of each entrance and exit. These typical
traffic volumes in entrances or exits are in units
of one hundred. Consequently, the resclution limit
of 1? vehicles in the 1:10 scale model is sufficient
for this requirement.
2. Seasonable run time.
The actual run time of the 1:10 scale model
for an 8 hcur simulation run is 25 11 minutes, which






'.vhile the 1:100 scale model tends tc produce
a large deviation lrj the data, the 1:17 scale model
produces data which satisfies the statistical tests.
4. Steadiness
The algorithm used in this model is quite
steady under different random number sequences.
6.3 Future enhancements
The one problem which was not analyzed in
this model is the transition of the traffic jam. In
the speed- level display of all links, which is pro
duced every five minutes, we can see this traffic
jam transition as the transition cf speed level as
shown ir lig. 6 3.1. The traffic jam transition in
this model tends to occur between 8:22 and 9:02
when traffic volume increases rapidly. The lew
speed level, which is displayed yellow or red, ap
pears frequently on the loop route during this time
period
Since we do not have traffic speed level
data for each link during a short time period for
direct comparison to the output of this model, this
problem is left for the future. For solving this
problem, it is assumed that the analysis must be
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TRAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH ENTRANCE PEE HOUR
FNTRANCFS
TIME OGINCN SCDMON OS IRON CKSMON CKANCN
4-5 76
r
59 22 77 30
5 - 6 94 69 39 66 38
6-1 176 67 105 147 69
7-5 302 155 172 249 1 c.'7>
P - c 524 3 93 267 TCP 256
9 -10 721 392 476 546 273
10-11 646 642 589 775 584
11-12 611 495 250 745 566
TIME IGINCN ISIPON IIKRCN IKSMCN KITMON
4-5 124 32 22 46 22
5-6 146 56 17 34 30
6-7 136 79 47 136 95
7-6 194 110 66 208 229
8-9 376 152 137 295 382
9 -10 422 274 144 430 694
10-11 327 300 197 698 253
11-12 274 228 182 736 4
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TRAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH ENTRANCE PEE HOUR
ENTRANCES
TIME TIANCN TAKPON NGINCN DPSION USIEON
4-5 60 18 4 19 43
5-6 67 20 c 44 88
6-7 169 59 26 82 165
7-5 356 59 42 123 241
8-9 490 150 79 264 430
9 -12 849 336 170 515 465
12-11 15 382 282 440 502
11-12 522 283 258 318 38
TIME FEIwAR TENGON SIROGR TAKGON SRYAON
4-5 555 26 162 37 31
5-6 1163 47 425 39 54
6-7 2255 126 795 95 119
7-6 3339 224 2079 186 241
8-9 3213 336 3035 274 473
9 -12 3264 390 2596 143 453
10-11 2813 362 2015 239 218
11-12 2555 262 1653 204 170
May 17, 1984
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TRAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH ENTRANCE FEE HOUR
ENTRANCES
TIME SNCHCN YOUGAR UGENCN SINJON EATGON
4 - I 54 959 34 63 27
5-6 62 15 09 40 118 60
6-7 174 2294 96 284 168
7-5 COT 3215 95 543 311
p _ c 1014 3133 72 616 150
9 -10 CCi 2264 111 625 178
12-11 372 2187 74 434 118
11-12 260 2125 81 39 73
ENTRANCES




5-6 596 45 152
14c
1312
6-7 1P20 94 312 500 2496
7-6 3863 131 464 757 2546
5-9 2452 158 815 581 2155
9 -12 2267 233 626 7'? 1666
10-11 1890 221 749 7 1699
11-12 1552 9 685 271 1205
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TRAFFIC VCLUME IN EACH ENTRANCE v?% HCrTR
ENTRANCES
TIVE prpc79 END?ON LENOCN KUENC
4-5 1172 17 23 235
5-6 2252 32 39 475
6-7 4320 C7 96 915
7-5 5265 116 372 975
5-9 4752 171 466 1020
9 -12 42-6 321 521 1021
10-11 7771 344 415 966
11-12 2ff23 254 237 836
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AFFENDIX 2
TFAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH EXIT PER ECUR
EXIT
TIME TAKP.CI CGINOF HGINOF SMFSCF OSIFCF
4 - 5 16 294 c 19 7
R, _ g 57 364 25 28 11
6-7 109 255 27 141 102
7-8 3C9 290 93 207 199
8-9 367 294 134 101 240
9 -12 219 347 132 201 130
10-11 201 211 76 193 117
11-12 54 231 67 153 141
EXIT
TIME TIIECF OKSMCF DIKNCF OFANOF SODMOF
4-5 0 0 10 39 210
5-6 42 57 c 126 384
6-7 15 201 59 215 263
7-6 196 744 237 1042 383
6-9 245 1261 286 1264
9 -12 217 966 193 724 397
10-11 169 5 56 117 491 250
11-12 122 317 93 421 299
May 17, 1964
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TRAFFIC VCIUME IN EACH EXIT PER HOUR
EXIT
TIME T G T !* C F SKYFCF IKANCI IKSMCF ISIFOF
4-5 65 1 41 46 6
5 - e 141 11 20 71 41
6-7 157 70 70 280 149
7-5 423 321 301 965 5C4
D _ C 559 570 439 1077 640
9 -10 4<*2 410 212 832 467
12-11 296 286 162 357 238




TFAFFIC VCIUME IN EACH INTERVAL CF EXPRESSWAY PER ECUR
LINK
TIME 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5
4-5 921 716 630 459 474
5-6 1815 1556 1609 909 937
6-7 3023 2934 \- \^ \J \^ 2019 2022
7-5 3721 3746 4492 3069 3042
8-9 3796 3906 4795 TnTZ 3780
9 -12 4447 4521 5363 4075 4423
12-11 4r?45 4206 5674 4149 4621




TIME # 6 # 7 # 6 # 9 # 10
4-5 371 758 635 1069 1059
5-6 743 1213 1222
1 CKf
1546
6-7 1675 2321 2247 3066 3008
7-8 3001 4103 3606 4C35 4296
8-9 4246 5166 4282 4422 4135
9 -12 4549 4640 4220 4102 3909
10-11 4526 4050 4269 3566 3469
11-12 31c3 3051 3482 3078 2965
May 17, 1954
TEAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH INTERVAL CF FXFPTSS'a'A.Y P~R HC UR
LINK
TIME * 11 # 12 * 13 # 14 # 15
4 _
c
1091 10^5 953 1015 916
K r~
2176 1945 1567 174c 1727
6 - 7 3C3F 336 6 3111 2904 3136
7 - c -09- 4226 3972 7C7,C 3949
c - o 455 o >_ _ .- 3962 4419 3968
c
-10 41- 5 3606 4446 4666 3250
10 -11 3 65? 3 44 3 3673 4162 2750
11 -12 3009 2949 777C*- *- w ~ 1 KKP 2019
I INK
TIME H ie t 17 * 16 # 19 # 20
4
- 5 1032 551 c64 742 751
5-6 1905 1655 1685. 1422 1365
6-7 T705 3654 3692 3243 3158
7-5 4565 427e 4456 458 2 3874
6-9 &64f 3924 4247 3940 3217
9 -10 &6~9 3902 4534 3815 3475
10-11 3.252 2453 2663 2312 2575
11-12 2742 2156 2156 1975 2465
Mav 17. 19c,
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TEAFFIC VCIUME IN EACH INTERVAL CF EXPRESSWAY PER HOUR
I INK
TIME # 21 # 22 # 23 # 24 # 25
4-5 7^7 643 869 122? 961
5-5 1256 1522 1537 2191 1692
6-7 2386 2591 2527 7 CC7'_ t_ t_ ^_ 2838
7-5 3757 4376 3902 5214 3910
9 - 3629 46^-8 4360 566? 4315
9 -12 3016 4120 3927 C 7C T.... _ w 3923
12-11 2785 3459 3521 4501 3331
11-12 256? 3299 3267 4007 3042
LINK
^IME a 26 # 27 # 2e # 29 # 30
4-5 1027 10 69 54 1
5-6 1731 14 210 195 7ff
6-7 2875 66 503 419 116
7-6 3936 141 795 692 4.72
8-9 4.476 132 714 571 569
9 -12 4153 147 671 407 821
10-11 3527 226 1019 560 677
11-12 3174 135 790 39? 628
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TFAFFIC VCIUME IN EACH INTERVAL CF E7PFESSWAY PEF HOUR
LINK
TIME # 31 # 32
- *. # 34 # 35
4-5 69 67 PP.K 570 160
5-6 169 131 1163 1242 408
6-7 574 446 2255 C <_' _ 795
7-5 1044 564 777rt~ *~ *~ w 342^ 2079
S - ^ 1314 633 3213 3506 3035
9 -12 1545 714 3284 3566 2596
12-11 1360 666 2613 3163 2015
11-12 994 351 'CCC 2416 1653
IINK
T IME a 3f # 3? ft 36 # 29 ft 40
4-5 186 Cf c 1213 1044 1021
5-5 45 5 1509 1569 1643 1594
6 - ? c?l 2294 2404 2523 2427
7-5
C7/77
3215 3665 3906 3649
8-9 3371 3133 3940 4413 4054
9 -12
*"
C c c 2264 265P 3112 2842
10-11 237? 2187 2434 265? 2428
11-12 2105 2169 2359 2145
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TEAFFIC VOLUME IN EACH INTERVAL CF EXPRESSWAY P^P HCUR
LINK
T IMF # 41 # 42 ft 43 # 44 # 45
4-5 1036 326 340 403 446
5-6 1633 596 745 863 920
6-1 2522 1922 1906 2192 2220
7-6 363 5 3663 *Z
EC P.
*_ w t- *-. 412P 3613
6-9 4355 2460 2291 290? 2452
9 -12 2995 225? 2091 2716 2369
10-11 2667 1890 1569 2003 1665




TIME if 46 # 4? ft 48 it AC # 50
4-5 602 675 77
K
1 w *. 712 745
5-6 1312 145? 1622 1614 1659
6 - ? -496 2996 3387 3302 3394
7-5 2546 3303 3547 3509 3730
6-9 2155 2736 3563 3274 3432
9 -10 1866 2200 3115 293? 3170
10-11 1599 1706 2520
2^rz 2557
11-12 1205 1476 2246 214? 2156
Mav 17. 1964
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TPAFIIC VCIUMF IN EACH INTERVAL CF EXPRESSWAY PER HOUR
LINK
TIME * 51 # 52 a c 7 # 54 # 55
4 - 5 235 258 1172 592 509
5-6 *?5 51? 2252 I486 1352
6-7 915 1011 4320 2633 2324
7-5 07 c 1347 5285 3534 3291
9 - ^ 102? 1462 4782 3260 262?
9 -12 1021 1526 4096 74.50 3175
10-11 968 1352 777 1- w *- 1. 3705 3464
11-12 P3e 999 2623 31.12 3014
LINI
TIME H 56 # 57 ft 56 # 59 # 60
4-5 199 671 671
77fT
354




7-8 152? 29 1^ 2672 2562 2448
8-9 1441 3141 2952 2519
"
2473
9 -12 1541 3497
7777
3206 3151
12-11 1629 3231 3214 2739 2771




TrAFFIC VCIUMF IN EACH INTERVAL CF EXPRESSWAY PEP HOUR
LINK








5-6 1289 1267 572 2249
6-7 2622 2466 757 445




9 -12 3798 3566 1669 4335
12-11 3372 3265 1330 4297
11-12 3020 3052 1136 3731
APPENDIX 4
FETATION OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
( 7:02 am - 6:02 a m. ^
FPCM PCUmF 1_SCUTH
TO TRAFFIC VCIUME %
FCUT* 7
6? 1.96
EOUT 3 101 2.95
FCITE 4 379 11.07
BCUTE 5 634 16.52
RCl'^E 6.7,9 689: 25.97
ECUTE 1_ NORTH 518 15.13
ICCF RCUTE 635 24.40



























TOTAL 2303 100 .00
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cEIATION OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION

























































RF-IAT]:cn OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
1





ROUTE 2 341 9 14
FOUTv 7
560 15.21
RCUTT 4 160 4.83
POUTE 6.7,9 912 24.45
FOUTE 1_NCRTH 16 0.43
ICCF RCUTE 652 :22.64


























FEIATTON OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. )





















TOTAL 146; 102 .00
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EETATICN OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
' 7:00 a.m. - 6:00 a .m. )
FRCM ICC? RCUTE ( OGINON )
Tc TRAFFIC VOIt'ME %
FOUTE 1_SCUTF pc 26-33
ROUTE 2 71 23.67
FOUTE 3 eg 3g.00
FOUT^ 4 49 16.33
SCUTE 5 5 i.e?
ROUTE 6.7,9 0 0.00

























RCUTE 6 ,,7.9 0
EOUTE 1 NCRTE 0
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BEIATTON OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
( 7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. )
FRCM ICCP RCUTE < NGINCN )
TO TRAFFIC VOLUME %
RCUTE 1 SOUTH 17 40.48
FOUTE 2 4 9.52
RCUTE 3 4 9 .52
FOUTE 4 8 19.05
ROLT^ P= 4 9.52
BOUT? 6.7.9 5 11.91
FOUTE 1 NORTH 0 0.00
TOTAT 42 100.00









FOUTE 6 , n c 4











OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
( 7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. <
FRCM TOO? RCUTE < CKSMCN )
TO TRAFFIC VOLUME ?
ROUTE l_SOUTH 0 1 .02
FOUTE 2 0 .7.00
ECUT? 3 6 2.46
SCUT? 4 136 56.56
FOUTE 5 6? 27.46
FOUTE 6,7.9 33 13.52
RCUTE 1 NCRTH 0 0.02
TOTAT 244 122.20









FOl'TE 4 0 0.00
F^UTE p 12 7.84
EOUT? 6.7,9 55 42.46
FCUTF
l_J-CRTr 0 2.00
Ti"TAI 153 100 .00
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FETATION OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
7:00 a.m. - 6:02 a.m. )
FROM ICO? RCUTE ( EFSICN )
TO TRAFFIC VOLl'ME %
POUT? 1 SOUTH 2 2.02
ROUTE 2 0 0.02
ECUT? 3 8 6.50
POUT? 4 8 6.50
RCUTE 5 45 36.60
EOUmE 6,7,9 28 22.76
































FEIATICM CF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
( 7:00 a.m. - 8:02 a.m.
FRCM ICC? RCUTE ( TAKRCN )
TO TRAFFIC VOIUME %
FOCTE 1 SOUTH 4 4,4c
E^UTE 2 0 0.00
BOUT? 3 9 10.11
ROUT? 4 38 42.72
FOUTE 5 5 5 .62
ROUTE 6.7,9 33 37.08


























REIATION CF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
( 7:00 a.m. - 6:02 a m. )
EFCM ICOP RCUTE ' KITMCN )
TC TRAFFIC VOLUME %
ROUT? 1_SCUTH 14 6.11
POUT? 2 42 15.34
F^UTE 3 108 47.16
BOUT? 4 65 26.39
EOU^E 5 0 0.00
FCUTE 6.7,9 0 0.00
ROUT? 1 NCRTH 0 0.00
TOT AT 229 100.00
FROM LOC? RCUTE { IKSMON )
TO TRAFFIC VOLUME %
FOUTE 1_SCUTH 22 10.56
RCUTE 2 25 12.02
50UTE 3 156 75,00
FCUTE 4 5 2.40
ROUTE 5 ^ Z-00





E?TATTCN CF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC
'
7:02 a.T. - 6:22 a.m. )
FFOM TOO? RCUTE ( IIKECN )










































RATIO AT INTERCHANGE TC LOOP ROUTE
( % )
DESTINATION
INTEFCEANGE RT1 RT2 RT3 RT4 RT5 RT6,?,9
HMIC - 97.6 97.7 9 6.5 83.5* 97.8
IHIC 98 .7 - 94.3 96.1 93.6 94.3
TNIC 97 . 5 69.1 - 97.7 97.7 57.6*
MYIC 97.4 96 .6 93.6 - 97 # j 96.0
mYTp 62 89.3 94.7 93.2 98.4
EIIC 9? .4 94.1 65.7* 95.2 cc . 4





















Ncte: These ratios are used ir. GPSS model
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